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Luminosity measurement challenge at the EIC
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Precise cross-section measurements are the corner stone of the physics program 
at the EIC, hence very demanding requirements for its luminosity measurement:
• Absolute L precision better than 1%
• Bunch-to-bunch relative measurements with very high precision of dL/L ≈ 10-4



Luminosity challenge: electron-ion bremsstrahlung
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Precise cross-section measurements are the corner stone of the physics program 
at the EIC, hence very demanding requirements for its luminosity measurement:
• Absolute L precision better than 1%
• Bunch-to-bunch relative measurements with very high precision of dL/L ≈ 10-4

Old recipe: very precisely measure rate R of a process with very well known cross-
section and use the basic (definition) relation R = L s

Best candidate: electron-ion bremsstrahlung, e + i → e’ + g + i

• Very large cross-section with very small HO corrections
• sbrems is insensitive to the beam polarizations
• unique signatures:

Ee’ + kg = Ee to a very high accuracy
truly “zero-angle process” – typ. angle for the photon, 
qg ≈ me /Ee

(and for the scattered electron qe ≈ me /Ee’)



Luminosity measurement at HERA I
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Electron-Ion Collider Workshop,        
May 2008:
http://web.mit.edu/eicc/Hampton08/ 

27.5 GeV e × 820 GeV p



Luminosity measurement at HERA I
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Electron-Ion Collider Workshop,        
May 2008:
http://web.mit.edu/eicc/Hampton08/ 

27.5 GeV e × 820 GeV p

Acta Phys. Polon. B 32 (2001) 2025



Luminosity measurement at HERA II
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Electron-Ion Collider Workshop,        
May 2008:
http://web.mit.edu/eicc/Hampton08/ Challenge

27.5 GeV e × 920 GeV p



Luminosity measurement at HERA II
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Electron-Ion Collider Workshop,        
May 2008:
http://web.mit.edu/eicc/Hampton08/ 

27.5 GeV e × 920 GeV p



Luminosity measurement at HERA II
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Electron-Ion Collider Workshop,        
May 2008:
http://web.mit.edu/eicc/Hampton08/ 

27.5 GeV e × 920 GeV p

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2014.01.053



Bremsstrahlung at HERA: Observation of BSE
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electron-proton bremsstrahlung, e + p → e’ + g + p
unique signatures:

Ee’ + kg = Ee to a very high accuracy
truly “zero-angle process” – typ. angle for the photon, 
qg ≈ me /Ee (and for the scattered electron qe ≈ me /Ee’) Q2

There is a solution for qg = qe’ = qp = 0 !
which provides

|qmin| = me
2 mp kg /(4 Ep Ee Ee’)



Bremsstrahlung at HERA: Observation of BSE
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electron-proton bremsstrahlung, e + p → e’ + g + p
unique signatures:

Ee’ + kg = Ee to a very high accuracy
truly “zero-angle process” – typ. angle for the photon, 
qg ≈ me /Ee (and for the scattered electron qe ≈ me /Ee’)

Zeit. für Physik C 67, 577, https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/9504003

Q2

There is a solution for qg = qe’ = qp = 0 !
which provides

|qmin| = me
2 mp kg /(4 Ep Ee Ee’)

This has spectacular consequences

qz,min → LPM & dielec. & … effects

qT,typ → Beam-Size Effect
(suppression at low kg )

At HERA I, for kg = 1 GeV 
|qmin| ≈ 0.0001 eV !

it corresponds to a 2 mm distance



Lessons from HERA: Summary
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• One needs to try very hard to keep synchrotron radiation at the (rear) “zero-
angle” as low as possible…

• Remember about keeping the geometrical acceptance for photons as close 
to 100% as possible – 1 mrad polar angle as a minimal cut (?)  → watch e-
beam divergences vs. magnet apertures

• Electron detector (photoproduction tagger) is also very relevant for 
important cross-checks – regarding geometrical acceptance/photon 
conversion factor/absolute energy scale

• It is very useful to have two complementary methods of the luminosity 
measurement

• Precision luminosity measurements require good understanding of the 
beam-size effect (BSE)

• Electron non-colliding pilot bunches are necessary to control e-gas 
backgrounds and to monitor absolute energy calibration from the photon 
spectrum end-point 



Luminosity measurements at the EIC
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Big challenge 
• To reach at the EIC the absolute L error < 1% as well as it is for the relative bunch-

to-bunch dL/L ≈ 10-4 case

• Reminder: standard relation R = L s is NOT holding for bremsstrahlung due to the 
BSE for small (laterally) beams – one cannot ignore that colliding particles are not 
plane waves but wave packets

• EIC beam energies are significantly smaller than at HERA but its vertical beam sizes 
are about 10 times smaller – as a result, for 18 GeV electrons the BSE will be larger 
at the EIC – one needs to make proper, precise measurements of the BSE to reduce 
the BSE uncertainty – special short calibration runs should be foreseen (monthly?)

• To measure bunch-to-bunch luminosities very fast detectors are needed as signals 
must stay well within 10 ns; readout electronics is also challenging as (at least) 100 
MHz sampling rate is necessary

• To achieve dL/L ≈ 10-4 all bunch-to-bunch corrections must be very small and very 
well monitored (the good news is that statistically such a precision should be 
available within minutes)



Luminosity detectors at the EIC: SR problem
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Synchrotron radiation problem:

• From very beginning deep studies should be instigated regarding optimization of 
the photon detector designs with regard to the synchrotron radiation – that is, 
toward the best choice of filter materials (and shapes?) as well as photon 
calorimeter technologies

• To understand better and to well monitor online the flux of synchrotron radiation, 
at least a couple of dedicated, very fast X-ray detectors are desirable; one placed 
right in front of the filter, and one right behind – the ratio between them should 
give a measure of the SR (effective) critical energy 

• The detectors should be laterally segmented so the synchrotron radiation flux 
profile could be also monitored

• It might be profitable to measure the SR bunch-by-bunch (using available front-end 
electronics with 100 MHz sampling)



Luminosity detectors at the EIC: Event pileup
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Event pileup problem:

• EIC luminosity will be more than 100 times bigger than that at HERA II, thanks to 
almost 10 times smaller bunch spacing the event pileup will be partially mitigated 
but still will be large even for ep collisions; the event pileup scales roughly as Z2/A 
hence for the eAu case instead of 10 hard photons every 10 ns more than 100 will 
hit detectors, what corresponds to > 10 GHz total event rate!

• Event pileup will affect strongly also the spectrometer measurement

• Finely segmented and radiation hard detectors have to be used

• Two photon calorimeters should be movable: one will be dedicated to everyday 
operations and will be capable to cope with very high event pileup – measuring 
effectively photon energy flow; the other one will be dedicated to regular no-event-
pileup L calibration runs with nominal proton and small electron bunch populations 

(at about 1% nominal) 



Luminosity measurements at the EIC
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Provisions has been made 
in the preliminary IR 
designs for the proper 
luminosity detectors

SR seems not too high 
(max. critical energy about 
45 keV)

“Feedback loop” needs to 
be maintained, as for 
example first concepts for 
2nd IR are NOT ”luminosity 
friendly”: 
5 ns bunch spacing and 
large e-beam divergence 



Summary & outlook
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Precise luminosity measurements are very challenging at the EIC, both the absolute and 
relative ones  

Proper “handling” of the synchrotron radiation in the very rear direction is crucial

Precise measurements will require developing dedicated detector technologies and 
specialized electronics (100 MHz sampling rate, for > 10 GHz event rates a near-detector 
signal processing necessary)

Expression of Interest is being prepared for the luminosity detectors and 
photoproduction taggers (very rear electron detectors) at the EIC – see:
https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7352/contributions/39701/

Looking forward to collaborating on rear “zero-angle” X-ray detectors – there seems to 
be potential application for interesting beam diagnostics too (work in progress)

THANK YOU!

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/7352/contributions/39701/

